This Week in the Annex:
October 20, 2021

Maple Syrup Anyone?
It’s that bittersweet time of year when our trees dress themselves in glorious
colour before shedding their leaves in anticipation of winter. But Terri Chu, Chair
of our Environment Committee, reminds us that our tree canopy isn't meant just
for beauty and shade. As she says, “Healthy trees can provide sustenance for
generations.” That’s why she’s got two tree-based festivals in the works for early
2022.
Past participants will be glad to know that plans are afoot to revive the popular
Mulberry Festival – assuming it’s safe for groups to gather again for the
harvest. So much better than leaving the fruit to stain our sidewalks purple and - even worse -- make them slippery underfoot!

Seeking Trees for Tapping
But Terri’s also planning something new for even earlier in the Spring – an
Annex Maple Festival. Just as soon as the temperatures get above freezing –
late February to early March – the tapping will begin. Alas the City doesn’t
permit this activity on public property. So Terri needs homeowners to allow
access to their backyard maples for gathering sap. Then at the end of the
tapping season in mid-March, she plans a boil off in one of our community
parks.
If you have a maple tree of any species that you would be willing to share,
please fill in this form. Trees should be on private property (back or side yards),
accessible, and healthy. But even if you don’t have a tree, you can join in the fun.
Just fill out that same form to participate or volunteer.

Terri and daughter Joey were caught on camera last March checking the
level of sap in their backyard jugs. As you see here, taps should be low,
though ideally about 3 feet off the ground. You can run a collection tube
into any vessel that's safe for food. It's also common to run lines into one
giant bucket to collect the sap from several trees. If you're up for Treetapping 101, Terri recommends this website.

Indigenous Storytelling
Those walking by Paul Martel Park recently will have been captivated by the
facelift being given to the TTC’s forbidding blank wall by award-winning artist,
Joseph Sagaj. We first introduced Joseph back in November 2020 in our article
on Paul Richard's eco-restoration of the park. From the outset Paul's vision has
included a mural in tribute to the Indigenous spirit underlying the restoration,
and it has finally come to fruition through the efforts of a number of
constituencies.

The stolid maroon wall above the Spadina subway cut-out that borders
Paul Martel Park could never have been called an eyesore – the TTC has

always kept it meticulously free of graffiti – but it never added to the
experience of the site either.
A major hurdle to overcome was securing permission for the project from the
TTC – it’s their wall, after all. By the time leave had been granted, the necessary
funds were in place, coming from two key sources: the Bloor Annex BIA, (chief
administrator for the project) and the City, courtesy of its 2021 Outdoor Mural
and Street Art Grant program which has been much lately in the news.
Joseph’s proposal won the formal competition that followed, and now we have
the pleasure of watching what he likes to call his “Indi-narrative” unfold in real
time. You can find him at work most weekdays between 10:00 and 4:00, and he’s
usually happy to have a brief chat if you say hello. But then there’s a race against
the elements to get the mural finished before winter comes knocking. So we’ll
leave him to get on with it – in great anticipation of the finished result.

A dragon comes to life under Joseph's brush.

Joseph (on the right, still holding his brush) and Ron, his assistant for the
day, take a break from painting.

145 St George Consultation Tonight
It's last call for those who wish to participate in the City's Community
Consultation regarding the proposed development at 145 St. George Street. The
meeting is scheduled for 6:00 to 8:00 pm on Webex and registration is required.
The ARA has already submitted a letter to Toronto East York Community Council
establishing its position on the proposal, and our Chair, Rita Bilerman, deputed
at the planning meeting last week. You can find both documents posted on our
website.
While the Annex community is rallying to protest the demolition of this property,
we have heard that the meeting will also be attended by some who characterize
us as NIMBYS and who do not understand the zoning of this site.

145 St George has been dismissed as an aging 12 storey building with no air
conditioning, no amenities, laundry in the basement. And for these reasons it is
expendable? Ask those who have happily called this building home for decades
-- and now face the threat of eviction -- how they feel about that sneering
description.

Notes and Queries
ARA Passages
We lost two ARA stalwarts last Tuesday October 12. Besides the untimely death
of our Planning and Development guru, Edward Leman, at barely 67 years of
age, that very day also saw the passing of one-time ARA Chair, John Lawson, at
the age of 95. According to past ARA Chair, David Harrison, John lived for 70
years in his house on Elgin Avenue. He was embroiled in the fight against
Stanley Garden and his plan to demolish and redevelop part of the East Annex, a
battle that led, ultimately, to the designation of the East Annex HCD. (An article
published in Maclean’s in 1979 rehearses the classic standoff between residents
and developers.) A corporate lawyer, John was a tremendous supporter and
philanthropist for the arts and particularly music, and as such was made a
member of the Order of Canada in 2014. David recalls that he “could be seen at

almost every concert at Koerner Hall or the TSO right up until he had to move to
Belmont House about the end of 2019.”

Progress (?) on 6 Walmer Road
Anyone who walks by the increasingly chaotic construction site at 6 Walmer
wonders just how long this can go on. Albert Koehl sent us the following report
issued this week from Councillor Layton’s office:
The contractors gained full access to the roof just over a month ago and
recommended full slate replacement to the client based on the condition. Their
inspection revealed that many of the slates were cracked and the ferrous metal
slate nails were heavily deteriorated which would result in continued
slippage/damage. Therefore, a roof replacement was approved.
Apparently, City staff are still convinced the project can be completed this year.
Possibly. Ironically, it turns out that 6 Walmer is owned by NSCL – the same
outfit that wants to demolish 145 St. George. Check the article in the Star from
June 2018.

Thanks from the Avenue
Elliott Shulman wrote to let us know that last week's plea for donations -- either
financial or substantial -- yielded some generous responses from readers.
Shelves at the food bank that were perilously bare have now been at least partly
replenished. The need continues, however. So again a reminder: to donate
goods, call or text Amir at 416 997 6377. To make a donation, go to the Church
of the Messiah's Canada Helps page, select "Food Bank" from the available
options, and fill in the rest.

Is Todd in the 'Hood?

You may have read about the Toronto Zoo's recent escapee -- an abnormally
tame red fox who dug his way out of his enclosure last September 12. So when
Annexonian Kali Barrett heard that a fox matching the miscreant's description
had been seen loitering in broad daylight on her driveway, she alerted us to his
presence. Turns out the selfsame critter was also spotted on upper Admiral Road
last week, brazenly sauntering across lawns and making eye contact with at least
one home owner. Has anyone else had a sighting? Should we alert the Zoo? Or
is ours a fox of a different moniker? Inquiring minds want to know!

The Annex Residents' Association is a volunteer organization of residents committed to
improving and preserving the distinctive character of our neighbourhood. Our strength
depends on our base of support in a well-informed community.
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